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Welcome
Perceptions of wealth are changing. What
does this mean for holders of wealth and
what role will high-net-worth individuals
play in shaping the future of our world?
We are at an interesting pivot point in
history, where positive engagement by
successful people could make a vital
difference to our shared future.
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Our Attitudes to Wealth report is a timely in-depth examination of how wealth is
perceived by others, how the wealthy perceive themselves and what the opportunities
are to leverage success for meaningful change.
At Withers, we work on a daily basis with global clients who have achieved success
in their particular field, but also add to society through job creation, significant tax
contributions and of course through philanthropic projects and charitable giving.
Despite steps to alleviate poverty around the world, wealth inequality is accelerating.
This is leading to unprecedented tensions across the globe, from the political upheavals
of populist movements to social unrest and the wholesale replacement of governments.
Naturally, many wealthy people are concerned about their role within this dynamic and
are examining how they can contribute positively to society.
Our primary methodology has been to gather insights into what the wealthy are doing
to address the very real social challenges around them and to analyse their reasons for
acting. We spoke to opinion formers across Asia, the USA and Europe, to understand
their views on how wealthy people are perceived in modern society and how they might
act to help improve social harmony. These commentators include high profile economists,

+

a better
understanding
of attitudes
to wealth
worldwide

across three continents:
USA, Asia and
Europe
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journalists, politicians, philanthropists and business leaders, and you can find a full list of
our interviewees on the opposite page. We are very grateful to them for their contributions.
The overriding message that emerges is that the world’s complex problems require
diverse and targeted solutions. Our research highlights how aspiration differs markedly
between Asia and the West, and there is much more optimism in Asia that economic
growth will lead to happier societies.
There is a striking contrast emerging between older and younger generations. Faced
with the threat of waning prospects for their future, many young people are reassessing
what is important to their families and are turning their attention away from wealth
creation to addressing threats such as climate change and political representation.
Fair taxation is – not surprisingly – a topic of hot debate. Our survey suggests that we
are still searching for the right tax recipe that rewards hard work while also catering to
the wider needs of society. As to how to meet those wider needs, views on philanthropy
were mixed. Whilst it is difficult to be confident that one’s philanthropic endeavours will
be a success, the interviewees agreed that the risk is worth taking.
Our respondents largely thought that wealth creation and the capitalist economic model
are still essential to prosperity and the development of society. However, there were
also strong views that we need to consider how our current system can evolve to offer
a fairer distribution of the benefits of growth. A clear message was that the pure pursuit
of profit is no longer sustainable. It threatens to damage social cohesion and our natural
environment. There are newer paradigms that offer the opportunity to generate positive
change and I am confident that the skills, ambition and resources of the Withers’ client
network can be applied to drive momentum in this new direction.
We look forward to working with you to achieve these goals and I am delighted to launch
this report as the starting point for meaningful debate.

Justine Markovitz
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Interviewees

19

in-depth interviews

USA
MacKenzie Bezos | Philanthropist and novelist, founder of Bystander Revolution
Brad Blakeman | Fox News contributor, owner of the 1600 Group Consulting Business,
adviser to Ronald Reagan and both Bush administrations
Nicholas Bloom | Eberle Professor in the Department of Economics at Stanford University
Harry Cheadle | Senior Editor, Vice Media
Allie Conti | Senior Staff Writer, Vice Media
Michael D Tanner | Senior Fellow, Cato Institute

Asia
Mahesh Bhupathi | Founder of Zeven, former India national tennis professional
Genevieve Cua | Supervising Editor, The Business Times
Shannon Kalayanamitr | Venture Partner, Gobi Partners and founder of Orami
Kunio Kikuchi | CEO, Sekai Holdings Co.
Donna Leong | Managing Director and Head of Marketing and Sales, Asia, Citi Private Bank
Richard McGregor | Senior Fellow, Lowy Institute

Europe
Grace Blakeley | Research Fellow, Institute for Public Policy Research
Rebecca Gowland | Head of Inequality Campaigns and Policy, Oxfam
Paul Mason | Journalist, film-maker and author
Patrizia Misciattelli | Founder and CEO of Italian Family Officer Association
Anthony Papadimitriou | President, Onassis Foundation
Matthew Parris | Columnist, The Times
Tom Watson | Deputy Leader, The Labour Party
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Background to the research

Is the ever-increasing concentration of wealth,
controlled by a smaller and smaller number of
people, capable of causing lasting and fundamental
damage to the fabric of societies around the world?
If so, what actions are wealthy people taking to
address this issue?
As the law firm for successful people, we commissioned
this worldwide research report to examine this hugely
important question by speaking to leading opinion
formers across the USA, Asia and Europe. Between May
and August 2019 we conducted 19 in-depth interviews
across the three continents, with experts and cultural
opinion formers ranging from economists, philanthropists
and senior politicians to CEOs and journalists. Ultimately,
this study has enabled us to better understand how
the wealthy interact with the societies they live in, how
they are regarded by their societies and the relationship
this has to the current rise of populism in many parts
of the world.
Our exploration of societies’ attitudes to wealth and its
owners uncovered a number of interesting similarities
and striking differences, but underscoring it all was a
strong sense of the historic precedents that have driven
wealth disparity. Industrial revolutions, in the wake of
earlier agrarian ones, led to the growth of cities and
ultimately modern life as we know it. Threaded through
that historical narrative, since time immemorial, is the
recurring issue of those who do and those who don’t
have wealth and how that impacts the social order.

Wealth inequality and poverty get talked about in the
same breath, but it’s possible to have an increase in
wealth inequality at the same time as a decrease in
poverty, as seen in China and India this millennium.
Share of global wealth growth captured
by wealth group 1980–2017
Wealth group

Share of real growth per capita

Bottom 99%

62.9%

Top 1%

37.1%
Top 0.1%:

Top 0.01%: 12.4%
Source: World Inequality Lab, World Inequality Report 2018,
https://wir2018.wid.world/

Whilst the USA and China, for example, have both
experienced an increase in wealth disparity, in China
there was a definite sense that incomes amongst the
poor are rising, in marked contrast to the USA. In fact,
the Chinese Communist Party has set a hard target for
the elimination of poverty by the end of 2020 (where
poverty is defined as living on $2 or less a day) so that
in 2021 China can say, on the 100th anniversary of the
founding of the Communist Party, that true poverty no
longer afflicts the country.
Nonetheless, the overall impression was that wealth
inequality has been rising since the 60s and 70s.

‘Attitudes to the rich are a mix of envy, dislike and admiration’ (Europe)
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21.6%

One or two of our US sample who stood
at the conservative end of the spectrum
sometimes offered opposing views,
saying they had full faith in the economic
structure of their country. In their views,
overemphasis on wealth inequality
was usually a sign that someone had
a political axe to grind.

Wealth shares at the top 10%, top 10–1% and top 1% in the US, 1913–2012
90%

Share of household wealth (%)

An increasingly common view expressed
in the UK and USA, especially in the
wake of the 2008 financial crisis, was the
corresponding sense that wealth is being
concentrated in the hands of a small,
inaccessible elite who manipulate the
system in collusion with others like them.
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The libertarian end of the sample were
of the view that automation is as much a
driver of job losses as global trade deals,
but the majority of our interviewees did
not view the issue through this prism.
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Share of global wealth (%)

Another trend that has arisen, post-2008,
is the increasingly negative perception
in the West of globalism, where it’s
associated with workers being treated
unfairly and excess immigration. As
a result, although global trade might
generate wealth and prosperity,
globalism is considered by many to be
having an adverse effect on the health
of local economies and their politics.
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Source: World Inequality Lab, World Inequality Report 2018, https://wir2018.wid.world/

‘Globalists don’t owe allegiance to the community. If your job is heading overseas
there’s no comfort in the thought that your country is getting richer’ (USA)
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1. Aspiration versus discontent

‘The poor are better off
than the Carnegies of 100
years ago – those big old
houses were cold, when
people got sick they died,
a fancy 1920 car had a
top speed of 25mph…
now everybody has got
cars, mobile phones, that
sort of thing’ (USA)

The increasing level of wealth inequality was an emotive issue that continues
to dominate the political and social agenda in many countries. This growing
disparity is resulting in a level of economic discontent that in turn is fuelling
a populist surge across the USA, UK and other non-Asian countries. So, while
more people may be having their basic needs met, as defined by the American
psychologist Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs1, the gap between the
poorest and richest was perceived as large and increasing.

Many of our opinion formers accepted there will always be differing levels of wealth, but
increasingly they viewed the gap between the very top and bottom as morally unacceptable.
‘In 2010 350 people held
collective wealth equivalent to
the poorest half of the planet. In
2019 it’s 26 people’ (Europe)

Pre and post-2008 is a historic pivot point in the UK and USA. People feel the
system is increasingly working against them and that those responsible for the
crisis were never brought to account. Ultimately the financial crisis highlighted
to many just how unfair the current system was and still remains.

‘No one being held
to account for this
(2008 crash) put an end
to my naivety’ (USA)

In contrast, the events of 2008 were regarded by many in Asia as having already
been consigned to history. In Hong Kong and China people believe excessively
greedy individuals in financial services have now been exposed and dealt with.
The perception was that their tougher regulations have kept them safe.

In fact, the financial crisis of 2008 has seen China emerge more confident about its position
in the world. In the immediate wake of the crisis, factories were closed and jobs lost, but a
massive stimulus programme undertaken by the Chinese government turned the problem
around and engendered a sense of the Chinese managing the situation much better than
western countries – to the point where the Chinese loss of faith in American omnipotence
has been accompanied by an increase of faith in themselves.
‘I think success
breeds success. When
it comes to wealthy
people, people like to
hear their stories, they
are inspirational and
aspirational’ (Asia)

India has its own issues and is in its own cycle. Thailand has had its attention
on the country’s polarisation between the political groups of Reds and Yellows,
which has seen economic discontent subsumed within a bigger story about
politics, democracy and freedom.
In China, the inequality gap doesn’t anger people as much as inspire them to
join the millions of others around them they see pulling themselves up into a
burgeoning middle class. In India, the massive increase in a perceived middle
class meant aspiration upwards and outwards is the norm.

Noticeably higher standards of living felt fresher in mind in Asia than in the larger developed
economies of the USA and UK. When it came to a perception that wealth is concentrated
among certain sectors or types of people, to a significant degree what ground one country
down, inspired another. Admittedly, corruption among Chinese public officials continues to
anger the general population, who see these undeserving people accruing massive levels
of wealth. But the accompanying crackdown by the government, in the form of a huge
anti-corruption drive, ultimately led our experts to believe that the Chinese continue to
aspire to wealth rather than perceive the system as rigged.
6
1) Explained here: https://www.thoughtco.com/maslows-hierarchy-of-needs-4582571

2. Does wealth trickle down?

Attitudes to the concept of trickle down economics – wherein the
financial success of the wealthy filters down to those in lower economic
tiers – mirrored this east/west division. In Asia, where the middle
classes are expanding, trickle down was believed to be a factor.
In the UK and among US liberals, trickle down has historically had
credence but was seen as having slowed to a stop. Social mobility
was more familiar to Thais than many Americans and British. Falling
growth rates and wealth concentration, as well as austerity in the UK,
have made those in the mainstream of the economy feel less wealthy.
There was a definite sense amongst Generation Z and Millennials in
the UK and USA that their standard of living had stalled and that their
parents had faired better financially than they will do. Conversely in
China and India, the sense persisted that each generation is seeing
their lives get better, financially.

‘Wealth feels more
accessible to people,
people like Jack Ma are an
inspiration. Being wealthy is
an aspiration in China, the
average person wants to
own stocks’ (Asia)

‘Trickle down is not going to happen
if it’s left to the market. I was brought
up to believe as prosperity rises
and a market economy develops
you would get trickle down but it’s
not being delivered. The gap has
widened’ (Europe)

US conservatives asserted that as far as they were concerned there were no government
policies that deliberately suppressed the poor – and any talk of economic trickle down, or
the lack thereof, should be viewed through this prism.
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3. A fair contribution?

‘Who actually did more
for society, Steve Jobs or
Mother Teresa? The fact is
Steve Jobs did much more
to reduce poverty and make
people better off’ (USA)

In India and China it was felt that the wealthy pay a fair contribution to society.
In India philanthropy is automatic for many rich people. In China the great
and the good are encouraged to give back in the form of engagement with
activities sponsored or promoted by the government. Plus there is a strong
cultural driver in both countries among the newly wealthy to give back to the
areas, or sectors, they are from.

‘I don’t want to attack the
wealthy. Rather, tax regimes
are being avoided, rich
people exploit measures to
avoid paying into the society
they belong to. Managed tax
avoidance, where you avoid
paying your fair share into
society, is now stressing
political legitimacy’ (Europe)

A significant number of the people we spoke with, across all countries,
reframed the debate about the contribution of the wealthy to society as one
around tax avoidance. In Italy for example, tax avoidance is endemic and
is one of the key reasons why wealth in and of itself is not felt to represent
positive values at a cultural level.
A prevailing view was that the greater the wealth, the greater and more
concerted the tax avoidance. In fact, tax avoidance in places like the
UK Crown dependencies was perceived by our more politically connected
sample as a viable loophole to close.

The issue of the wealthy paying a fair contribution was possibly more impactful on public
sensibilities in Hong Kong, UK and USA than it was in China or India. In China the tax system
was felt to still be in a state of evolution and is currently under-developed. Whilst rich Chinese
do invest in real estate abroad, there was a general acceptance that the government has
turned the corner in terms of its intent to clamp down on tax avoidance.
‘The wealthier you are, the
In China and India, the wealthy were perceived as making an active
more incentives you have
contribution to people’s wellbeing because the focus was more on them
to avoid tax on the back of
creating wealth for others in the form of business and jobs. They were
shell corporations in Jersey,
perceived more favourably because they are helping to draw people up
or taking advantage of
into the middle classes, rather than being secretive tax avoiders.
non-dom status’ (Europe)
‘You have a very isolated
elite effectively hoarding
assets, such as gold, fine
wines, art, commercial
property, bitcoin etc’ (Europe)
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In the USA and UK, the prevailing view was that there was a tendency for
wealth to be held in assets that are only of benefit to their wealthy owners,
although the more conservative US sample talked of the rich being
demonised and cited statistics such as the top 1% of tax return filers earning
19% of income in their country but paying 40% of all income taxes.

4. Attracting wealth to your country

The importance of being open to overseas wealth and investment had
a certain positive resonance in Hong Kong, Singapore, the UK, Italy
and USA but was perceived more neutrally, or even negatively, by
countries with a strong sense of self sufficiency, notably India, Japan
and Thailand. There was a feeling that they can grow and prosper
with or without external investment. China, which historically desired
foreign high-net-worth individuals to live in the country as the economy
expanded in the 1980s/90s is increasingly less concerned with this.
For those who were more positive about it, being attractive to outside
wealth helps the country’s bottom line and benefits the local population
through the creation of businesses, jobs and tax receipts. In Italy, the
view was that attracting international wealth could help negate some
of the country’s economic problems. In particular, wealthy people earn
their money by providing valuable goods and services and this money
flows into the economy.
Commentators in the USA, believed countries need risk takers who will
take a gamble on investments, and if these individuals come from outside
the USA, that’s perfectly acceptable. In fact the US conservative sample
talked of wealthy people being attracted to the USA as ‘the nature of the
beast’. There is always migration to where there is opportunity, and this
should be respected as a fundamental law of nature.

‘China still wants a business
environment that’s attractive to
foreign investment, to a degree,
but is no longer encouraging
wealthy people to live in
the country’ (Asia)
‘A lot of the press is ‘get out
of our country, we don’t need
your money’… the ultra-rich
are happy with this state
of affairs’ (Asia)
‘That’s how we make our money,
financial services particularly… if
possible we want those people here,
even if it conflicts with our views on
disparities of wealth’ (Europe)
‘If we offer good services and
interesting culture to international
wealthy people, they can be
a good asset for our country’s
development’ (Europe)

Specifically, in financial hubs like London, New York, Hong Kong and Singapore, attracting
outside wealth was perceived as the life blood of their financial services sectors, which in
turn is critical for the overall health of their respective economies.
Although many of our respondents felt it important for their respective economies to attract
successful people, there were a number who felt that rather than creating jobs and helping
their fellow citizens, these outsiders were simply buying up assets and fuelling inflation.
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5. Income versus wealth tax

Framing the debate around income and wealth taxes was the perception that when wealthy
people’s money is generated predominantly by assets like property and investments, as
opposed to income, then the need to tax their overall wealth becomes an economic and
social imperative.
There was a definite sense that some countries like the UK are
countenancing new taxes and it was clear that out of all of them, wealth
tax is particularly emotive. But that’s possibly because a tax increase
felt inevitable. A number of our liberal sample cited Thomas Piketty,
who said ‘that when the income of wealthy people is being generated
by assets like property and investments, rather than income, the need
to tax wealth ratchets up.’1

‘The question is what’s the
most efficient way of doing it?
For example, should it be on
share dealing, or straight one
off wealth taxes?’ (Europe)

‘We will need to make an
The left and liberals in the USA had wealth taxes on their radar and
argument over time about
Thailand has just put one on the statute books. In time a wealth tax
wealth taxes helping with
may emerge in China, but it needs to be borne in mind that the old
social cohesion’ (Europe)
Communist system didn’t really leverage taxes, so the country is still in
the process of developing such a tax system. In the UK, the question is
increasingly at what level it should be set, as opposed to whether it is viable. This is because
it was regarded by many as a very obvious way to address some very pressing needs, such
as an ageing population and climate change, which are forecasted to place the UK economy
under unprecedented strain.
A major refrain across all countries when examining the viability of introducing wealth taxes
was the concern that many people who are cash poor could end up losing their businesses
as a result. Inheritance tax in Japan was perceived as punitive and is actively driving people
to invest in assets outside of the country.
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1) Thomas Piketty, Capital in the Twenty-First Century, 2013

‘Taxing it once is
reasonable. Taxing it a
second time is a second
bite of the apple’ (USA)
‘If you allow people to do the
right thing, they will. If the
government tells people what
to do or pay, they will try and
avoid it. They will figure out a
way to avoid it’ (USA)
‘No person ever wants
to pay tax, they look for
ways to minimise it…
Maybe it’s different if you
think your taxes are going
towards a healthcare
system, but when it goes
on the welfare of people
who don’t work, I have a
problem with that’ (Asia)
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It was noted by our respondents in the USA and their more politically
connected counterparts in the UK that the real opportunity was not through
targeting middle-income parents passing their house down to their children,
but those who are worth over $50 million, or a sterling equivalent, as per
Elizabeth Warren’s proposed policy in the USA and in tune with Warren
Buffett’s Giving Pledge, subscribed to by the likes of MacKenzie Bezos,
Bill and Melinda Gates, Larry Ellison and Mark Zuckerberg.
However, interviewees in Asian countries and the USA questioned the
perceived morality of a wealth tax – in that earnings have been taxed
already as income and that it was unfair on the asset rich/cash poor.
Additionally, Hong Kong, India and conservatives in the USA tended to
view the wealth tax issue through a freedom versus regulation prism – and
believed that people should be free to pass on money to whomever they
want without restriction.
In the UK and USA, more broadly, the consensus on the left was that
income taxes can still move upwards to meet social and public needs that
feel particularly salient and are on the ascendancy. The experience of
Japan in the wake of an increase of income tax has been a rise in extensive
manoeuvring to keep individual incomes under $200,000.

6. What about hypothecated taxes?

The theory of hypothecated taxes suggests that a specific form of tax
could be dedicated to funding a particular public activity, such as
hospitals and health. The recent publicity around wealthy people in the
USA asking to be taxed more1 reflects an underlying sense in the UK
and USA that there is a need to win arguments with the very wealthy
about paying more tax in order to deal with pressing social and public
needs, and in the course of doing so to establish norms when it comes
to expected behaviour.
Notably, in a hypothecated context, wealthy taxpayers could be attracted
by the promise of their wealth being deployed on a particular project
with an outcome close to their heart. This could then be audited so as
to evaluate whether their money had been used efficiently.
China, Hong Kong, India and Thailand don’t have hypothecated taxes
on their radar. In fact, our Asian respondents were adamant that the
majority of people do what they can to minimise their tax commitments,
and are likely to continue to do so regardless of whether or not they
have a say in how it’s spent.
With the above in mind, it should be pointed out that a significant
`number of respondents were wary of people having a direct say in
how money is allocated because of concerns about less popular
government expenditure being undermined by a lack of resources.

‘The issue is how do you get
the 0.1% on your side when it
comes to tax... You could use
their wealth in a hypothecated
context for a project... They
could be involved in an audit
so that they knew their money
was being used efficiently...It’s
easier for a new government to
do this, that’s when you get buy
in from the people you’re about
to tax...The reward for the rich
is that they are positioned as
part of the civic elite’ (Europe)

‘Everything would be spent
on the NHS, not on the poor,
or overseas aid… some of
the unpopular things we
spend money on are very
important… Plus we have to
look after the poor, it’s a mark
of a civilised society’ (Europe)

More broadly, the idea of people having a say in how their tax money is allocated united a
sample as disparate as libertarians in the USA, who viewed the issue as one of personal
choice and freedom, and a politically left wing sample in the UK, who looked at it as a way
of helping to maintain and enhance social cohesion at a time when it is under threat.

‘If you don’t want to contribute to the bombing of
third world countries, maybe you should be able
to do something about that’ (USA)
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1) https://bit.ly/2UfqUFX

7. Privacy versus responsibility

‘Daylight has a good
disinfecting nature. If I think
about it I’d hate my tax records
to be made public, which
means alarm bells should ring
and they probably should be
made public’ (Europe)
‘I see no reason why the next
guy should know how much
money I have’ (Europe)
‘Why should a private
citizen in a private
company not have the
right to privacy?’ (Asia)
‘It’s an individual choice,
people won’t be happy
revealing this kind of thing. It’s
no one’s business how much
money people have’ (Asia)

The UK and liberals in the USA were strident about people’s tax arrangements
being made accessible, arguing that it makes it easier to have a discussion
about inequality and more broadly fits with cultural and political trends
towards transparency.
But among more conservative commentators in the USA, China, India and
Greece there was a desire to exercise what they regarded as a fundamental
right to privacy which outweighed a perceived need for transparency.
The anti-corruption drive in China
has resulted in public officials having
to register all their related wealth.
Currently there is no pressure on
private individuals to follow suit,
although relatively recently being
named as very wealthy in China
could put you at risk. Being rich in
2019 is much more respectable than it was back then, but wealthy Chinese
are still very nervous about how they are publicly profiled.

8. Should the law enforce good citizenship?

Where there was unity across all our sample was over the question of whether charitable
contributions should be made obligatory, rather than optional. Whilst some respondents
thought the wealthy needed to make more charitable contributions (Thailand, notably),
everyone we interviewed was in agreement that any form of compulsion
‘If you have to do it it’s not
or obligation relating to charity negated the charitable part of the equation
charity, it’s taxation’ (Europe)
and turned it into a tax.
The only country where there was a sense of direct government encouragement to make
charitable donations was in China, where the wealthy are expected to give back. In contrast
to the USA and UK, government control and pressure in this respect is significantly greater
and can be used more arbitrarily.
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9. Wealth, inheritance and children

Every respondent agreed that the desire to pass on wealth to children is a fundamental sentiment
and that potential advantages may be gleaned from a certain amount of wealth being inherited,
particularly when it comes to things like education or buying a house. But there was also general
agreement that inheritance can psychologically damage children, which can have possible
catastrophic consequences for the development of their personality. A number of respondents
cited ‘The Anxieties of Affluence,’ by Rachel Sherman1, which states that wealth inheritance
can inhibit children and destroy their work ethic. She points out the need to achieve a balance
between enabling your children to do well and live a nice life versus helping society at large.
In Asia, where preferred business models revolve around family run conglomerates, there was
a big question of whether second/third generation wealthy offspring were actually proficient
enough at managing wealth. The Samsung family in South Korea is wrestling with this issue as
we speak, in the wake of Lee Jae-yong’s conviction for bribing the country’s former president.
A number of interviewees highlighted the importance of children
receiving ongoing wealth education regarding the value of money,
risk and investment. It was suggested that this should be woven into
their lives from an early age.

‘Young men in charge of money
take risks, they need to be taught
about risks... I mean if it was
Lehman Sisters, I wonder if it
would have gone bust?’ (Europe)

With the exception of two countries, the age at which people were
assumed to be capable of dealing with inheritance was perceived as
a relative question and was also dependent on how they had been
brought up. In India, our sample was quite categorical that once
children hit 21, post-college, they are ready to inherit. Conversely the
Japanese view was that old age is probably a good time to consider
handing money down – which means children are probably going to
inherit around 50. This age gap reflects something about Japanese
conservatism around money and how, in a ‘village’ society, it needs
to be handled carefully, for fear of incurring jealousy among others
or making the benefactor stand out unduly.

‘Many super rich bequeath their
money to causes… Warren Buffett
is saying that the extremely wealthy
should only leave 10% of their
money to their children because
it’s selfish to leave it just to your
family… A big inheritance makes
kids a target for abduction and
terrorism but I suspect it also
hinders them personally’ (USA)

There is a trend among the ultra-rich in the USA and some of their Asian
counterparts (in Hong Kong notably) that to consider leaving all one’s
wealth just to family is a selfish act. There is increasing sympathy for
the Buffett position, hence the success of things like The Giving Pledge.

‘You do want to give your children
more than you had but you also
want them to be responsible and
not ruin them’ (Asia)
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10. Are younger family members more
socially conscious?
‘New generations are
interested in different
philanthropic models.
Something is changing in
this generation. The mood
of the culture is changing,
they are more interested
in new economic models
and the environment and
sustainability’ (Europe)
‘The young don’t want to
accept things as they are
and that’s shocked a lot of
older people. For example
you see a lot more voting
among young people these
days. Our children are
more progressive’ (Asia)
‘Not wealth for wealth’s sake,
but doing good with it.... they
want to feel good about the
money their family earns’ (Asia)

In the UK and USA there was a general sense of younger generations seeking
to engage their newly inherited wealth with more progressive trends and in
Italy there was a belief that new generations are pursuing a different tack to
older generations.
In Asia the demarcation between younger and older family members felt most
marked. For example in Hong Kong if a company isn’t socially responsible
(committed to sustainability and diversity, particularly) it won’t secure the best
Millennial hires.
In Thailand, despite their inexperience in business, the youngest members of
Thai families were perceived as quite idealistic and willing to see that reflected
in their business dealings. In India younger family members were said to
perceive themselves as distinct to older family members but this is as much
about taking control of how they live their lives and enjoying themselves
more as it is about anything notably socially conscious.
In China young people were thought to be changing their priorities, but
they frame it within a societal rather than wealth framework. This shift is
not just amongst the rich but also among the upper middle classes who are
increasingly focusing on things like meditation, yoga and Tibetan Buddhism.

11. The emergence of ethical investing

Our research suggested that ethical investing is becoming more significant in the UK/Europe
and Hong Kong particularly, but is not yet on the radar of investors in some of the other
countries we examined.
Interestingly, the more conservative end of the UK sample believed that ethical investing
could be a good thing, even when tokenistic, because the outcome is ultimately positive.
The left-wing UK sample went further by brushing concerns about tokenism to one side,
again because outcomes are positive.
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The general perception was that Western Europe is even more advanced than the UK in
enabling ethical investing – for example, companies in The Netherlands may be judged
on how successfully they leverage sustainability and in Spain corporate law allows mutual
financial institutions to invest in co-ops.
In Hong Kong younger members of families are notably motivated by the idea of ethical
investing and in that sense were perceived as having different priorities to their parents.
More broadly asset managers in the UK, Europe and Hong Kong are being told to pay
more attention to climate change as an issue and area for investment.
Our Thai expert was personally engaged in the area of ethical investing
but also felt unsure about whether what motivates her investor clients
was tax deduction, vanity or altruism.
In Japan, China and India ethical investing was not viewed as an active
trend, although there was an underlying sense that in China and Japan
it may become a bigger deal in the future. The influence of outsiders in
Japan was felt to be a factor that will ratchet up the pressure to invest
ethically. In India there was a sense that other priorities will need to be
met before ethical investment can be countenanced.
Our US sample appeared more reticent to believe that ethical investing
is on the ascendancy. There was a degree of suspicion that people don’t
know enough about it, or even suffer as a consequence of engaging
with it. The Zuckerberg family’s donation to Newark City School System
was cited as a case in point, insofar as it gave the impression of an
uninformed investor parachuting into a situation without taking local
considerations into account.

‘The helping side may or may
not motivate but if they can use it
in their annual report, or it helps
with their vanity, or it’s useful for
tax deduction purposes, it works.
They don’t lose money and they
are positioned as helping with
altruistic goals. There’s not much
of that in Asia, but that’s how it
works. Even in the USA or Japan
it didn’t impact till it became
regulated. People don’t think
they’ll get decent returns, they
need educating about that’ (Asia)

weakest

strongest

Social capitalists

‘The Social Capitalists’
dynamic environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) and growth
Dynamic growth and weak ESG
Weak growth and dynamic ESG
Weak growth and weak ESG
Source: Aberdeen Standard Investments: Social Capitalism report, https://bit.ly/2ZDsnXq
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12. The reach of philanthropy

‘It’s expected of the wealthy,
there is social pressure on
the wealthy to be part of this
giving culture’ (USA)

In the USA, philanthropy has huge social cachet, at least in part because the
state is more hands off than in some European or Asian countries and there
was an underlying sense of charitable donations and the work of foundations
making up part of the perceived shortfall.
Charitable giving by individuals as a % of GDP

United States of America
New Zealand
Canada
United Kingdom
Republic of Korea
Singapore
India
Russian Federal
Italy
Netherlands
Australia
Ireland
Germany
Sweden
Austria
Finland
Japan
France
Norway
Switzerland
Spain
Czech Republic
Mexico
China

0.54%
0.50%
0.39%
0.37%
0.34%
0.30%
0.30%
0.23%
0.22%
0.17%
0.16%
0.14%
0.13%
0.12%
0.11%
0.11%
0.09%
0.05%
0.04%
0.03%
0.03%
0%

0.2%

0.4%

0.6%

1.44%

0.79%
0.77%

0.8%

1.0%

1.2%

1.4%

1.6%

Source: Charities Aid Foundation, Gross Domestic Philanthropy report
https://www.cafonline.org/docs/default-source/about-us-policy-and-campaigns/gross-domestic-philanthropy-feb-2016.pdf

‘Philanthropy is alive and well
in the USA. Charitable giving
and volunteerism is just fine
and people do it because
they want to, they step up to
the plate… In fact, the US
citizen is more charitable
than anyone on earth,
they give more to charity
proportionately than people
in other countries’ (USA)
‘You try and be the same
as your neighbour…
so you don’t want to draw
attention to the fact that
you’ve got enough money
to be giving away’ (Asia)
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In the UK, the feeling was that charitable giving is not considered as much
of a standard activity as it is in the USA but there was also a sense that the
government provides more of a safety net, especially in welfare. In India,
everyone with wealth makes some kind of contribution to charity but it has
less social cachet, possibly because it’s such a day to day activity – our
sample noted that there are 150 opportunities a day for a wealthy person to
make some kind of philanthropic contribution. In Japan there was much less
desire to draw attention to charitable giving, because people do not want to
stand out for being able to give significant chunks of money away.
In China, the government expects philanthropy from the wealthy. In turn this
benefits their image and political standing, but no tax breaks are offered for it,
by way of contrast with the USA, India and other countries.

13. Philanthropy and reputation

A significant number of our opinion formers were in agreement that philanthropy could
be beneficial in addressing an individual’s or organisation’s tarnished reputation. However
this was only the case if the damage being addressed wasn’t so profound as to make
the reputation in question irredeemable. Philanthropic activity does not necessarily grant
a get-out-of-jail-free card.
Typically respondents who were politically more from the centre or the
right felt that philanthropic activities reflected positively on attitudes to
the wealthy and insisted that there was nothing wrong with allowing
business or reputational reasons to drive engagement with charity.
Notably, across the board – including the left – there was frequent
mention of the Gates Foundation and how the shift in Bill Gates’
reputation from rapacious monopoliser to altruistic global influencer was
a direct result of his philanthropic activities. Furthermore, the recent
commitment by wealthy individuals to the Giving Pledge1 was perceived
to be impacting on reputation and galvanising public discourse among
cultural opinion formers in the USA.
In Italy, the feeling was that philanthropy is currently driven by the heart
rather than by anything more strategic. Where it is the latter, it can be at
the centre of creating and preserving reputation, and if the mind as well
as the heart is engaged in this context it is possible to properly measure
the value of what is being given.

‘The Sainsbury’s name has
a softer sound than Tesco
because we all know the
National Gallery is sponsored
by Sainsbury’s and the family
has a history of engaging in
good causes’ (Europe)
‘At one time, Bill Gates and
Microsoft were the villains, and
yet now I don’t think people
think of it the same way…
If you think about what Bill
Gates does, people talk about
the Gates Foundation’ (USA)
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1) https://givingpledge.org/

‘More often than not it doesn’t work. People do try to give to
charity to fudge how they made their money, but eventually
reality catches up with them’ (Europe)

‘This is difficult. They seek
to balance their legacies
by giving back after
literally taking so much.
Is it laudable or awful?
I’m honestly not sure
lots of buildings, museum
wings, endowments would
exist without many in this
group. Is redemption such
a bad thing?’ (USA)

Opinions across Asia were broadly mixed. In China, philanthropy is expected
of the wealthy, regardless of impact on reputation. In Thailand philanthropy
is generally considered to be about maintaining face – and our Thai sample
were adamant that the richest individuals do just enough in this respect to
protect their reputations. Our expert in India asserted that elements of society
are grateful for help when it’s given directly, but that there is no sense of
charitable giving changing attitudes to the wealthy, despite the sense that
there is a significant volume of philanthropy in the country.

A minority across our sample talked about the context in which philanthropy
takes place – and that if it happens in an environment experiencing extreme
wealth inequality, it doesn’t always enhance reputation. There was consensus
that charitable donations do not negate issues with tax avoidance. The Sackler family came
in for strong criticism amongst our US sample, including several views that one can’t buy
respect through philanthropy.
Our Greek expert was cynical about the motives of many undertaking philanthropy, suggesting
that many used it to try to obscure how their money had been earned, but added that more
often than not they were eventually exposed.
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14. Can philanthropy ever be altruistic?

The UK and European view was that philanthropy is never altruistic – but
when the outcome is positive, that isn’t important.
The Greek view was that philanthropy is deeply rooted in supporting the
individual or family’s name and there was talk of a syndrome called ‘Edifice
Complex’, where institutions like hospitals and galleries are built as much
for the purpose of having the benefactor’s name plastered over them, as
any other function.
Conversely, in the USA and India there was a prevailing point of view
which believed donations can be altruistic, and often they may be
entirely anonymous.

‘In the sense that good
behaviour isn’t entirely
altruistic, then no, philanthropy
isn’t… but that doesn’t matter.
If money passes to a good
cause, three cheers for that’
(Europe)
‘Is charitable giving used as a
business tool? Of course. All
the time. You want people to
like you and your business…
there’s nothing wrong with
that, you’ll do what’s good for
you and in the process will
do good for others’ (USA)
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15. Why is a relative approach to tax a non-starter?

‘It’s a bad way for government
to operate, you can’t rely on
wealthy people giving more of
their income away’ (USA)
‘Why in the name of God
would anyone want to pay
more tax?’ (Asia)

One theory we examined was one wherein individuals understand their
minimum tax obligations and have the opportunity to pay more if they wished.
Even among the countries where philanthropy and giving had social cachet,
there was no real desire to encourage people to pay extra tax beyond their
basic legal obligations. A number of respondents in the USA and UK thought
it unrealistic and contrary to human behaviour to expect otherwise.

Unless it’s framed as hypothecated, this theory had no support across our
sample. US respondents noted that people will go out of their way to avoid
tax, but give massive sums to charity and other countries simply assumed everyone would
pay the basic minimum. There was a widespread view across many of our global opinion
formers that wealth was better employed through private philanthropy, as opposed to giving
it to inefficient and/or corrupt governments. In India the view was not just negative but
perplexed at the very idea that people would voluntarily pay extra.
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16. What happened to the social obligations
of wealth?

The overall view that privilege entails responsibility – sometimes referred
to as ‘noblesse oblige’1 – persisted at a certain level, insofar as the
wealthy were expected to give back to the society from which they have
benefited. US conservatives believed it’s alive and well and that the
wealthy typically remember where they came from and how they got
there. However, the majority of our respondents believed the changing
nature of wealth creation has negated the traditional ideal of wealth
carrying a level of social responsibility.
Whether the more global and less local nature of wealth creation is
the root cause (UK), or the sense that wealth is more first generation
and less inherited (USA), thereby undermining the historic concept of
obligation, ‘noblesse oblige’ was increasingly viewed as old fashioned
and irrelevant.

‘Because wealth is so much
more international the sense of
commitment to fairness among
wealthy people has eroded.
Historically they would have been
motivated by not wanting people
to revolt against them. If they
have issues these days they’ll
just move countries’ (Europe)
‘Noblesse oblige was more
of a family thing, kind of an
American nobility type of thing.
I think the guy who started
his business in his basement
and became rich wouldn’t feel
exactly the same sort of thing.
I think they feel an obligation
to give back, but it is not the
same mental attitude’ (USA)

In China the ultra-wealthy are expected to give back but that is driven
by government rather than peer pressure from within the ultra-wealthy
community. Interestingly, in China the idea of privilege entailing
responsibility is only really just beginning, given the recent and rapid
increase in wealthy individuals. In 1990, by way of illustration, China
was perceived as the most equal society in Asia, with disparity in wealth
simply not being recognised as an issue at that time. In India, there is no social cachet to giving
back and therefore the whole idea of the ‘obligation of wealth’ felt overstated and patronising.
In Thailand there was a growing perception that the wealthiest in the country endeavour to do
enough to maintain face, but nothing more deep rooted or fundamental than that.
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1) Literally ‘nobility obliges’ in French, this was the traditional principle that social nobility required
individuals to be conscious of and to meet the social responsibilities that came with their role.

17. What other factors are shaping the role
of the wealthy in society?

In the UK and USA, wealth was no longer regarded as a qualification for
people to participate in public service and politics. Trump brandished his
business credentials in the 2016 election, but simultaneously criticised elite
wealthy business people as being out of touch with America and its issues.
As far as our US experts were concerned, his campaign was more centred
on hard right nationalism than promoting his business credentials. Indeed
other US candidates have attempted to translate business success into
political credibility, such as Howard Schultz, who subsequently floundered. In contrast in
China, Thailand and India wealth made through business is successfully used to establish
a public profile and demonstrate the credibility for a move into politics if so desired.

‘Politics is about
who and what you
know in India. Wealth
is an advantage but
I’m not sure it’s a
good thing’ (Asia)

‘Liberal democracy, which is
a reason to come to the UK,
is in danger because inequality
is too wide… The next wave
of change is automation
and that means there will
be increasing pressure to
tax the super-rich. They can
help decide the framework
in which that regime can
operate, to benefit their
long term interests… or they
can create a movement that
means people in certain wealth
brackets subscribe to certain
philanthropic norms’ (Europe)
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With the above as a proviso, in the UK the perception was that it is in wealthy
people’s interests to encourage debate about inequality and social cohesion.
The view was that there will inevitably be increasing pressure to tax the
super-rich to pay for pressing social needs – and the super-rich can help
influence the shape of this new tax regime.
There is also potential to get involved in more socially conscious philanthropy
and campaigns, for example the opportunity to fund scholarships for working
class children at private schools, where the prevailing view was that these
are currently the preserve of the middle classes. Similarly in the USA, there
was a perceived opportunity to encourage a much wider range of voices in
the media, particularly from the left.
In the USA, even libertarians thought that the criminal justice system,
education and public housing needed reforming, in order to enable the poor
to participate more readily in economic growth. There was a perception

among our wealthiest US sample that the poor can be empowered
by venture capital (supporting jobs, ideas and dreams) and grants
(eradicating disease, hunger and homelessness).
In Italy, the view was that the wealthy needed to become better role
models when it came to sustainable investing and more socially
conscious activities. There was a strong sense that new economic models
will have to be on the country’s radar if it is to emerge from its current
economic crisis intact and that the wealthiest in society can help to create
a slipstream by example that others follow in the wake of.
In China, public service is expected of the wealthy and it was felt that
this would continue to be embraced by them. Recently China has
had a crackdown on oligarchs, so it’s a form of political insurance if
a wealthy individual is perceived to be helping to fund something like
rural education or healthcare.

‘The poor are looking for
empowerment over their
lives and careers… their
health… over happiness…
they want more control…
The wealthy, in their minds are
fully empowered, while most
of society is blown around by
the winds of life, economics,
politics and fate’ (USA)
‘It’s like China is saying,
I’ve allowed you to make
money in my backyard, now
I’m calling on you’ (Asia)

In Thailand, there has been a recent attempt to circumvent complex and bureaucratic charity
laws and create organisations with high profile celebrities to tackle housing or eco projects.
Anything like this which encourages the wealthy to give back more was perceived a good
thing. Overall Millennials are keen on giving back in Thailand, but their older counterparts
need further encouragement.
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Conclusion

Our analysis of the range of comments received from our international respondent
group leads us to believe that the premise of wealth creation, and the vital role played
by wealth creators, is still acknowledged around the world.
There’s no question that the wealthy have given generously and extensively to promote
positive change in their communities and countries, but the form of giving can be contentious
and any sense of tokenism was swiftly identified and rejected.
Across Europe, Asia and the USA there was a recognition that wealth creators have a valuable
role to play in society, not simply through leveraging their economic power but also by utilising
their unique skills for the benefit of the wider community. These skills can be brought to bear
to help address a variety of challenges, from tackling poverty, raising educational standards
and encouraging debate on social cohesion, to tackling climate change and addressing the
perceived opportunity/threats associated with the growth of automation.

‘There is no successful model for society that generates
growth that doesn’t involve capitalism’ (USA)

All of our sample across the political spectrum were conscious of the rapid increase in wealth
disparity between the very richest and poorest. Fear of reaching some future breaking point
was a factor even in countries such as China, where government control and power is great
and can often be flexed arbitrarily without undue consequences, leading to enormous amounts
of effort to address the divide. In 2010 China was the most unequal country in Asia but, on the
back of government efforts to eliminate poverty, inequality has levelled off in recent years.
Outside the far right in the USA, our US and UK sample thought that social cohesion would
rupture if this widening gap is not engaged with in the short to medium term. The one country
where the breaking point has been reached in Europe is Greece, but the danger of reactionary
forces was lessened by the presence of a left wing government which balanced the case for
austerity with considerable empathy with the population.
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Our research uncovered a wide variety of views on the issue of taxation to pursue these
various goals, ranging from the most effective in terms of raising revenues (income, wealth
or inheritance) to the rates at which they should be set. However, there was widespread
consensus that a sense of fairness in paying taxes was critical for both meeting the future
needs of society as well as ensuring longer term social cohesion. Tax avoidance continued
to encourage a sense of the system being manipulated in the West. As a result, closing tax
loopholes that fuel this sense of unfairness was clearly near the top of political agendas for
countries as disparate as China and the UK.
Our research also revealed a growing demand for philanthropy to be more socially conscious,
aimed at enabling the poor to share in economic growth and less about bolstering one’s image
or family name. We also identified that the beliefs and priorities of younger generations are
evolving to the point where in countries and regions from China, Hong Kong and Thailand,
to the USA and UK, they were being motivated by socially and environmentally conscious
issues. This in turn is informing and influencing their attitudes to wealth and how they wish
their businesses to operate. For example, in Hong Kong businesses are experiencing
problems hiring talented Millennials or Generation Z unless they are strongly committed
to the environment, sustainability and diversity.
Ultimately, the key conclusion that emerged from these conversations with opinion formers
around the world was the desire to see wealthy people engage more directly, openly and
actively in the debate around the better uses of wealth in society. We believe that this open
invitation should be welcomed and firmly grasped.

Research conducted by Murmur Research and Consultancy Ltd, UK
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